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The PFSWG met via teleconference for 1.5 hours on 22 September 2008 UT. Participants 

were 

 

• Joe Jensen (Gemini/Hilo) 

• Olivier Guyon (Subaru/Hilo) 

• Ron Probst (NOAO Tucson) 

• Steve Ridgway (NOAO/Tucson) 

• Raquel Salmeron (Mt. Stromlo Observatory, Australian National University) 

• Pat Roche (Oxford University, UK) 

• Karl Haisch (Utah Valley University) 

•   David Koerner (Northern Arizona University) 

 

Also attending as observers of the committee process were Scot Kleinman and Steve 

Varlese (Gemini/Hilo), Project Scientist and Project Manager for the Gemini Planet 

Imager. 

 

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss and reach recommendations concerning NICI 

readiness for campaign science, on the basis of documentation provided by the NICI 

commissioning team. This documentation was comprised of 

 

• NICI Campaign Readiness Assessment, ver. 1.5 Sept 17, 2008 

• RFP for the NICI Planet Finding Campaign, Sept 15, 2005 

• Scientific Goals of the NICI Planet-Finding Campaign, Nov 2005 

 

The scientific program of the selected campaign science team, laid out in the Scientific 

Goals portion of their proposal, was defined in reference to a pre-delivery NICI 

performance baseline specified in the RFP. The Readiness Assessment summarizes actual 

on-sky performance in key areas achieved during commissioning runs with NICI on 

Gemini South. 

 

Our charge was to review NICI readiness against two criteria established by the GSC: 

 

1) NICI must be capable of achieving the science goals set out in the campaign 

proposal. A specific test is whether NICI performs at least as well as the RFP 

baseline performance. 

2) NICI must perform at least as well as NIRI + Altair, with the latter’s performance 

established by the Gemini Deep Planet Search (GDPS). 

 

The key technical performance results presented graphically in the Readiness Assessment 



are (i) Strehl ratio achieved vs. AO reference star brightness (the reference star will be the 

central star for which planetary companions are being searched); (ii) contrast as a 

function of distance from the central star, compared to the RFP baseline and to GDPS 

results.  

 

The committee finds that the functional requirements—what the instrument does—

assumed in the RFP and campaign science program are fully met. Unlike previous 

instruments used for such science, NICI has been designed and delivered as a narrow-

field coronagraphic imager, fully optimized end to end for this purpose. All the functional 

system components necessary to do this are in place. 

 

The committee finds that the demonstrated operational efficiency once on target, and the 

overheads associated with initial acquisition and setup, meet the RFP assumptions and 

are reasonable for this kind of IR observing. The commissioning team notes in the 

Readiness Assessment that more testing of the Gemini-provided high level software is 

needed to ensure robust and efficient execution of observing sequences by nonexpert 

personnel at the telescope. The committee fully concurs with the importance of using 

Gemini time efficiently and agrees that this work must be completed before 

commencement of the campaign. 

 

Demonstrated performance shows that NICI’s promise as a high contrast coronagraph 

will be fulfilled for the very small star-companion separations that are best matched to its 

design. While the committee identified some open questions concerning its scientific 

return at larger separations, at the present level of performance, these are not fundamental 

to the instrument design. The commissioning team, working with the vendor, appears to 

be on the right path to resolving the remaining performance issues. 

 

The committee finds that the achieved Strehl ratios meet or exceed the RFP baseline, and 

more generally the requirements for completing the campaign science program, over a 

scientifically appropriate range of target star brightness. Measurements of Strehl ratio 

also accord with more sophisticated simulations carried out since the RFP was issued. 

NICI is fully competitive in this respect. 

 

The performance comparison to Altair + NIRI is not straightforward, due to fundamental 

differences in instrument construction and operation. The committee acknowledges the 

effort on the part of the commissioning team to present a fair comparison within these 

constraints. The committee finds that NICI performs as well as Altair + NIRI best 

performance, and with up to a magnitude of contrast improvement vs. Altair + NIRI  

median performance, with target-companion separations of 1 arcsec or less. In addition, 

NICI can usefully pursue companions at separations significantly smaller than those 

achieved with the non-coronagraphic instrument (0.3 vs 0.6 arcsec). This adds to its 

science value. 

 

The committee finds that NICI contrast performance is significantly (1-1.5 mag) better 

than the RFP baseline at separations of 1 arcsec or less. 

 



The contrast results  for separations of 1 to 1.5 arcsec approach, and become worse than, 

both the RFP baseline and the Altair + NIRI results. This is due to present operational 

deficiencies of the array controller. These are explained in detail in the Readiness 

Assessment, with further technical and status information provided by Joe Jensen during 

our meeting. Ameliorations are being vigorously pursued by the Gemini + vendor team. 

The commissioning team has not yet pursued performance verification measurements at 

larger radii, pending these improvements to the array controller. The committee agrees 

that this has been a sensible choice for use of commissioning time thus far. 

 

However the baseline performance prediction extends to 5 arcsec, and the science case 

clearly envisions measurements out to several arcsec for a substantial number of targets 

in developing its overall predictions for success in finding planetary companions. How to 

fold this into our assessment of scientific readiness was the subject of much discussion. It 

is likely that NICI's performance advantage lies within the radii at which the ADI 

technique for speckle suppression is effective, and we are particularly concerned that 

NICI should at least meet its RFP performance figures in this regime. 

 

Our findings are 

 

• NICI is presently highly capable of carrying out that portion of the campaign 

science which includes companions within one arcsec of their primaries. Given 

the distances of target stars and the assumed radial distribution of star-planet 

secondaries, this covers a great deal of “detection space” for discoveries. 

 

• Compared to the RFP baseline, the present contrast improvement at small 

separations, and falloff at larger radii,  both have impacts on search strategy and 

predictions of global success (i.e. total number of companions found) that we 

cannot evaluate from the materials we have. 

 

• The instrument team is on the right track to ameliorating the sensitivity-limiting 

performance deficiencies in the array controller, with the promise of improvement 

over the RFP performance baseline at larger radii. However, experience suggests 

that the solutions can be time-consuming to implement and may fall somewhat 

short of expectations. 

 

The bottom-line question is whether the desired overall scientific outcome can be 

achieved. We considered the possibility that the science campaign begin soon, initially 

concentrating on the small-separation targets (the more distant stars in the target list) and 

moving on to the larger-separation targets when the controller performance has been 

improved. We were not sufficiently comfortable with the technical or scientific aspects of 

this approach to recommend a commitment of substantial amounts of Gemini time at this 

point. 

 

Our recommendation is that the campaign science team be asked to revisit its strategy, 

and its modeling of outcomes for companion detection, given the current state of affairs. 

We would pose two questions to the team, which we feel are in their own best interest to 



address: 

 

 1. What is their observing strategy, and predicted global success rate, based on the 

current demonstrated performance of NICI (radial detectability limits, guide star 

sensitivity)?  

 

 2. How would their strategy, and predicted success rate, change if NICI reaches the RFP 

performance baseline in the areas where it currently does not? 

 

The PFWSG would like to revisit the overall question of NICI’s operational readiness to 

conduct the exciting science campaign with the answers to these questions in hand. 
 
 


